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ABOUT  THE

COMPANY

Since 2015, GTS Nordic Norway AS has

assisted a worldwide range of

international and Norwegian clients

with operating in Norway. 

 

Our local team of experts, combined

with our in-depth knowledge on both

domestic and international

compliance services, are highly

appreciated by our clients.

 

ECOVIS Ardur Tax AS is performing all

payroll tasks for GTS Nordic in Norway. 

EMPLOYED  SOLUTIONS  AND

GLOBAL  MOBIL ITY

We also offer assistance with local

registration, work permits, housing

and consultancy services linked to

income taxes. In addition, our in-house

relocation department offers a variety

of services making sure the

consultants has a more enjoyable and

hassle free stay while working in

Norway

"GTS acts as the employer
for professional consultants,
solving compliance for
agencies."

Through our employed solution, GTS

Nordic assists temporary working

consultants with a valid work offer in

Norway with fulfilling the strict

compliant requirements by acting as

their local employer.
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EMPLOYED

SOLUTIONS 

New candidate? We act as the
employer and handle all 

 compliance.
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Upon signing a new candidate or consultant, there is a long list of

information and formalities to process to ensure a compliant and tidy

employment. We have specialized ourselves in handling such cases,

meaning you may hand the whole issue over to us. 

 

We set up a routine for each consultant, and act as the employer. We

will run his/her salary, report the correct taxes and national insurance,

provide insurance and let the consultant have complete control of the

employment and its documents through our own online process

software. 

 

The benefits for the consultant are numerous, and among others

are efficient handling, swift and knowledgeable response to

questions and uncertainties. There is also no need for the

consultant to open up a company, it is all handled by us.



We take care of all

communication with the client,

and follow all necessary steps to

complete applications at the

UDI-portal to ensure work

permits are received. This gives a

high degree of relief and security

for an efficient and smooth

immigration process.

IMMIGRATION

NON-EU/EU

Most foreigners need a house or

apartment in Norway when they

enter the country. We have

agreements with many landlords

to offer a huge variety of

(serviced) apartments and

houses. We also offer guided

tours to minimum 4 viewings or

until we find a proper place to

live for the consultants.
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Through our own special

agreement with a Norwegian

bank, we can offer to open up a

bank account on one day. As

with our other services, we

handle all the paperwork, and

accompany the person to the

bank, ensuring everything is

attended to.

Obtaining an ID-number and tax

card are parts on the "to-do" list

for every foreign worker in

Norway. We handle all the

practical and formal

requirements, including filling in

the necessary documents and

accompanying the person(s) visit

to the tax office.

GLOBAL  MOBILITY  SERVICES
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Thanks
For reading about GTS Nordic.
You are more than welcome to
contact us for any questions or
input. 

GTS Nordic Norway AS - www.gtsnordic.no - +47 46170646


